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Solution
Electric car supercharging. 
The electrical car market will grow
fast in the near future and many
customers will switch their cars
from petrol to electrical. That's why
it is smart to get a position in this
market either by developing Total
own charging service or colaborate
with companies selling el.cars in
Germany for offering a complex
service. This will attract customers
who don't depend on buying gas
and petrol products and they can
also be customers of the
Cafe&restaurant zone where they
can enjoy their drinks or meals
while waiting for their car to charge.
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What name are you giving your service station concept?
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What makes your service station unique?

Unique recognisable architecture combining modern technologies and materials and offering
new attractive services.
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Which services does your service station offer?

Electric car supercharging+ Petrol/Diesel/Bio fuels+ Car wash+ Cafe&Restaurant+ Fresh drinks
bar+ Total shop+ Pharmacy&Cosmetics+ Tourist info+ Free Wifi+ Bike parking+ Refresh and relax
zones
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What design style are you choosing for your service station and why?

Modern architechture using T-air concept and color scheme. The roof design respects the T-air
concept pattern, colors and transperancy. This way the new gas station fulfills the company's
strategy for rebranding and at the same time attracts attention and can be used as object of
recognition for the publics and the media. The interior is clean and modern with living plants
wall, warm earthlike floor, warm beige and clean white elements.
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Creative's profile

creativa
Interior&Product Designer

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Product Design

PRO
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